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Abstract 
In this paper we present he topological version of the classical Stone's representation 
theorem for Boolean hyperalgebras. 
1. Introduction 
In [3], Stone's representation theorem for Boolean hyperalgebras [2] was proved; 
thus the idea of considering the topological version of this theorem naturally arises. 
Let us first recall some definitions that will be needed to reach our goal. All other 
definitions and properties utilised can be found in [3]. 
A boolean hyperaloebra is a hyperstructure (A, v, ^, 0, 1,' ), where A is a nonempty 
set, v : A x A --. P(A), ^ : A x A ~ A, ': A ~ A, 0 and 1 two distinguished elements, 
such that: 
(1) Va~A:a~ava,  a=aAa;  
(2) V a, b~A:avb=bva,  aAb=bAa;  
(3) Va,  b ,c~A:av(bvc)=(avb)vc ,  aA(b^c)=(a^b)^c;  
(4) Va,  b~A:a~av(a^b) ,a~a^(avb) ;  
(5) Va,  b~A:a~avb~b=a^b;  
(6) Va, b ,c~A:a^(bvc)=(a^b)v(a^c) ;  
(7) VafA :Ova=a,O^a=O,  16 lva ,  l^a=a;  
(8) Va~A:ava '= l ,  aAa '=O.  
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A Boolean hyperalgebra is said to be strong if: 
(9) Va,  beA:avb={weA:a '^w'=b 'Aw'=a 'Ab '} .  
If X is a nonempty set and P(X)  its power set, for all I, J eP (X) ,  let 
I v J  = {He P (X) :H  = I~ JuS ,  S ~ In  J}, ( IwJ  = l \ Jw J \ I ) ,  I^ J  = I~ J  and 
1'= X \ I ;  then (P(X), A, V, O,X,') is a strong Boolean hyperalgebra (I-3]). 
A topological space (X, Y)  is said to be Boolean if it is compact, Hausdorff and 
zero-dimensional, where (X, Y-) is zero-dimensional if ClopX, the set of all subsets of 
X which are simultaneously closed and open (clopen), is a base. 
A filter in a strong Boolean hyperalgebgra A is a subset p ~ A such that: (i) 1 e p; 
(ii) xep,  yeA,  x <<.y =~yep; (iii) xep,  yep  =~XAyep.  
An ultrafilter is a proper maximal filter. 
Finally, we recall Stone's Theorem for Boolean hyperalgebras [3]: 
Theorem 1.1 (Stone's theorem). Let (A, v, ^, 0, 1,') be a strong Boolean hyperalgebra 
and P(Ult(A)) the power set hyperalgebra of Ult(A) -- {p:p is an ultrafilter of A}. If. 
s:A ~ P(Ult(A)) 
x ~s(x )= {p:xep},  
then: (i) s is injective; (ii) Vx, y e A : s(x v y) c_ s(x) v s(y); (iii) Vx, y e A: s(x ^  y) = 
s(x) ^  s(y). 
2. Stone's theorem - -  topological version 
Let (A, v, ^, 0, 1,') be a strong Boolean hyperalgebra and P(UIt A) the power set 
hyperalgebra of Ult(A) = {p: p c A is an ultrafilter}. 
For A, the Boolean prime ideal theorem holds, since in the proof of the classical case 
the operation v does not appear. 
Theorem 2.1 (Boolean prime ideal theorem). A subset of a Boolean hyperalgebra is
included in an ultrafilter if and only if it has the finite intersection property. 
For the map s:A ~P(Ul tA)  defined above, the following properties hold: 
(i) s[A] ~_ P(Ult A) is closed under finite intersection; in fact s(al), ...,s(an)e s[A] 
implies s(al) ^  ... ^ s(an) = s(al ^  ... ^an) e s[A]; (ii) a <~ b ¢:, s(a) <<. s(b), where 
a ~< b if and only if a^b = a. 
Because of (i), a unique topology ~-" exists to Ult A having s [A] as a base; 9- is 
called Stone topology and (Ult A, Y ) ,  Stone space. It leads to the following: 
Theorem 2.2. (Ult A, J-) is a Boolean space 
Proof. We first observe that, for all a e A, s(a)' = s(a') and this implies that the s(a) 
are clopen. Thus (Ult A, ~-) is zero-dimensional; moreover, it is Hausdorff. In fact, if 
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p,q e UltA (p 4: q), let a • p\q,  so a' • q. Then s(a) and s(a') are disjoint neighbour- 
hoods for p and q. Finally, in order to prove that UltA is compact, let 
U = {s(a): a • A*, A* _ A } be a covering of Ult A. Since the set 
s(al)~ ... ws(an)• s(aO v ... v s(an) and s(aOw ... ~s(an) is maximal among all ele- 
ments in s (a0v  ... v s(an), if al .... ,an e A*, such that s(al)~ ... ws(a , ) - -X  = s(1), 
do not exist, then l~al  v ... v an which implies sup(a1,..., an)= (a~ A ... A a'n)' ~ 1 
[2] SO a'l/x ... /x a'n ~ 0. Therefore A*' -- {a':a • A*} has the finite intersection prop- 
erty. Following 2.1 an ultrafilter p containing A*' exists from which, Va G A*, a' • p, 
aq~p and pq~s(a) contradicting the hypothesis. 
We also want to prove that 
Theorem 2.3. s [A] = Clop Ult A. 
Proof. Every P • Clop Ult A is a union of elements of s [A] and, by compactness, P is 
a union of a finite number of elements of s[A]; thus P • s[A]. In fact, if s(a), 
s(b) • s[A], it results: s((a' A b')') • s(a v b) ~ s(a) v s(b). Since a ~< (a' A b')' and 
b <<. (a'A b')', s(a)~s(b):_ s((a' A b')'). Because s(a)ws(b) is maximal in s(a)v s(b), it 
follows that s(a)ws(b) = s((a' A b')'). 
Theorems 1.1 and 2.3 can be summarized as follows: 
Theorem 2.4. Let (A, v, /x, 0, 1,') be a strong Boolean hyperalgebra nd P(Ult(A)) the 
power set hyperalgebra ofUlt(A)  = {p: p is an ultrafilter of A}. If: 
s:A - ,  P(Ult(A)) 
x -~s(x) = {p :xGp},  
then (i) s is injective; (ii) Vx, y • A : s(x v y) ~_ s(x) v s(y); (iii) Vx, y e A: s(x /x y) = 
s(x)/x s(y); (iv) Clop Ult A -- s[A]. 
We observe that Clop Ult A, equipped with the usual intersection and the hyper- 
operation: I¢/ J = {H: I~ J~S,  S ~ Ic~J, S clopen}, is an hyperalgebra, the dual 
hyperalgebra of Ult A; similarly Ult A is the dual space of A. 
Given a strong Boolean hyperalgebra A we can then construct, by duality, the 
hyperalgebra Clop Ult A which is weakly isomorphic to A [1]. 
In the same way, given a Boolean space X, we want to find a strong Boolean 
hyperalgebra such that its Stone space is homeomorphic to X. 
Let (X, 3-) be a Boolean space, then Clop X is a strong Boolean hyperalgebra with 
respect o A = c~ and '~, where the hyperoperation has been previously defined. In 
fact, if we consider (Clop X, 8,  A, 0, X,' ) and its immersion i in the power set hyper- 
algebra (P(X), v,  A, O, X , '  ), it results i(A ~/ B) <<. i(A) v i(B), VA, B e Clop X. So it is 
possible to consider the dual space Ult Clop X and prove the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.5 (Stone's Theorem - -  topological version). Every Boolean space is ho- 
meomorphic to the Stone space of a Boolean hyperalgebra. 
Proof. We first observe that, Vx ~ X, {a ~ Clop X: x e a} is an ultrafilter of Clop X; 
thus we can define the map: 
t : X ~ Ult Clop X 
x ~t (x )  = (a ~ ClopX:x  ~ a}. 
Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, we must prove that the map t is 
a homeomorphism. If x, y e X, x # y, since X is Boolean, it is possible to choose 
a e ClopX such that x ~ a and ydda; thus a ~ t(x), but aq~t(y) and this implies that t is 
one-to-one. Moreover, t is onto; in fact Vp ~ Ult Clop X, by compactness x e X exists 
such that x E a Va ~ p, that is p ~_ t(x) and, since p is maximal, p = t(x). 
As X and Ult Clop X are compact and Hausdorff, we have to prove only that t is 
continuous. Let s(a)~ s[ClopX],  it results: 
x ~ t- l (s(a)) ¢> t(x) ~ s(a) ¢~ a ~ t(x) ¢> x ~ a. 
Thus t- l (s(a))  = a from which we see that t is continuous. 
One of the applications of the duality theory is the possibility of linking topological 
and algebraic properties. In particular, let us characterize those hyperalgebras for 
which equality holds in 1.1(ii), that is s(x v y) = s(x) v s(y). 
Theorem 2.6. For a strong Boolean hyperalgebra A the following conditions are 
equivalent: (i) A is finite; (ii) UltA is a finite Boolean space; (iii) UltA is a finite 
discrete space; (iv) Clop Ult A = P(Ult A); (v) s(x) v s(y) ~_ s(x v y). 
Proof. The proof of the first four implications i the classical one; thus we only need to 
prove that (iv) ¢~, (v). First of all (iv) implies (v) since ~/ = v in this case. Further- 
more, (v) implies (iv); in fact if p~Ul tA  then {p} is a closed set since UItA 
is Hausdorff. We want to prove that {p} is also open. Since p is an ultrafilter, 
3x, y ~ A, x # y, such that x,y  E p, that is p ~ s(x)A s(y). From (v) we have that 
n = s(x)ws(y)w {p} ~ s(x) v s(y) = s(x v y); thus 3w ~ x v y such that s(w) = n .  
Therefore {p} = n\ (s (x )~s(y ) )  is clopen. 
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